Alpine Rose Full Moon

VisionQuest 2022
A RITE OF PASSAGE for WOMEN and MEN
2022 June 6th, (18h) to June 19th (12h)
Language English, with translation Italiano / Deutsch

Alpe Meccia, Monte Rosa Area, North-Italian Alps
Recovering self- awareness by reconnecting with reality: Your Wild Nature Planet.
Since time immemorial grown-up Native People, like You and Me - born from a mother´s
womb - have consciously withdrawn from daily routine in their families, tasks and
community-life, to remember who they really are. When all the daily routines of the Who-,
What- and Where-Abouts are fading away, they were retreating into the wilds of the
mountains, deserts or forests, seeking solitude for a deep and honest encounter with Life.
Fasting from food, contact and amenities has always opened their heart, their eye and the
sensitivity to the beauty, resilience and power of the Natural Reality.
Finding true home in your own indigenous heart… quite authentic and naturally!

Staying solo for four days, you reconnect to Earth, skin to skin with SOURCE of LIFE
The aboriginal nations of all continents
knew such ceremonies as an extraordinarily
powerful way of reaching out for meaning,
self-healing; thus finding clarity in their
maturity´s evolution, resuming deeper
integration personally, socially,
ecologically...
Today, in this time of such, grave Crisis,
fundamentally disrupting our routines, we
all might become fully aware of the healing
potential of those ancient ceremonies. Their
enlightening impact is initiating an
absolutely necessary quality of a grown-up
human being today: the blessings of REAL
MATURITY!
Maturity is a very precise definition of the
pre-condition of Your Human Good Life! A
Life of great intensity, built on and rooted in
a solid ground of Self-love, Self-Reliance,
balanced with Love, Respect and trust in
´Mother Earth´

What to expect for yourself:
In these times of change and transformation, a Ceremony like this can contribute
significantly to your internal alignment and clarification, honoring and final separating
from being locked to the past. About being free…
Simultaneously, your VisionQuest describes the
courageous path of the ‚inner hero‘ from one completed
stage of life to a more mature stage. Going out into wild
nature, leaving the ´civilized sphere` behind, we
suddenly face the reality of our own Living Truth.
Reconnected with our natural self – which is genuine,
fragile, authentic and powerful!
For the four days SOLO of your VisionQuest we will lead
you into an extensive rocky landscape: open to the west
– facing, mighty glaciers of Monte Rosa, (4670 m) and
South – with waterfalls, breath-taking views, hidden
ravines, hiding places, in the presence of knotty
ancestor- trees! Fairy-land, rich in expression, form and
color ... where you go to meet the magic nights of
June´s late crescent moon! Countless ´Alpine Roses`, just
then, exploding in plump and pink bloom - so amazingly
contrasting the fresh, delicate light-green of the new
shoots of abundant Juniper and Larch trees...
Coming back from your solo-fasting, you will be feeling
self-reliant and rooted profoundly, well connected to
NATURE – an absolute natural result of such life-changing, deeply nurturing endeavor.
Accommodation and Catering:
We stay on Alpe Meccia, directly ín
front of Monte Rosa, from day one to
the end of the seminar. During the
preparation for the Quest and the
follow-up periods, after your 4-day Solo,
You’ll live in your own tent in the
beautiful larch-forest near our
´Alpeggio`, which is the centre for our
communication -time with the group...

Our Yurt is a sacred, protected space in which
we can sit in a circle around the common
Council Fire ...
The camp is secluded in nature, with basic
and simple structures such as dining circle,
primitive benches, solar shower, composttoilet and hammock-groves.
approximate 90 min. walk from Macugnaga,
or 30 min. from cable-car Alpe Bill

Your hosts and experienced Quest
Guides:
Shanti and Helen, with Carlo and
Enrico
prepare you carefully for this Great
Healing Challenge.
Faithfully they´ll keep the center of the
ceremony, so that everyone can go
boldly into the wild, to ´dig for his own
roots` come back safe, sound, a good
deal wiser.

Fees:
Seminar 13 days: 790. - € .
plus what you consider fair, after the experience of this
seminar!
Accommodation (your own tent) and vegetarian catering: 390.- €
For booking your place, go to: https://creavista.org/en/registration/
… any questions? …please give us a call: Helen Schulz 0049 173 7038671

